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ABSTRACT
A standard prediction of galaxy formation theory is that the ionizing background
suppresses galaxy formation in haloes with peak circular velocities smaller than Vpeak '
20 km s−1, rendering the majority of haloes below this scale completely dark. We use a
suite of cosmological zoom simulations of Milky Way-like haloes that include central
Milky Way disk galaxy potentials to investigate the relationship between subhaloes
and ultrafaint galaxies. We find that there are far too few subhaloes within 50 kpc
of the Milky Way that had Vpeak & 20 km s−1 to account for the number of ultrafaint
galaxies already known within that volume today. In order to match the observed
count, we must populate subhaloes down to Vpeak ' 6 km s−1 with ultrafaint dwarfs.
The required haloes have peak virial temperatures as low as 1, 500 K, well below the
atomic hydrogen cooling limit of 104 K. Allowing for the possibility that the Large
Magellanic Cloud contributes several of the satellites within 50 kpc could potentially
raise this threshold to 10 km s−1 (4, 000 K), still below the atomic cooling limit and far
below the nominal reionization threshold.
Key words: galaxies: dwarf – galaxies: Local Group – galaxies: formation – cosmol-
ogy: dark ages, reionization, first stars – cosmology: theory
1 INTRODUCTION
One of the foundational developments in near-field cosmol-
ogy was the discovery of ultrafaint dwarf galaxies in the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) (see Willman 2010 for a
review). More recent efforts from DES, PanSTARRS, and
MagLiteS (among other surveys) have led to many addi-
tional discoveries of ultrafaint Milky Way satellites (Ko-
posov et al. 2015; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015; Laevens et al.
2015a,b; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2016); the current census of
ultrafaint satellites in the Milky Way is approximately 45.
These galaxies are incredibly faint, with luminosities as low
as ∼ 350 L, and heavily dark matter dominated (Simon &
Geha 2007). As such, they may represent the long-discussed
‘Missing Satelltes’ of the Milky Way (Klypin et al. 1999;
Moore et al. 1999). We expect many more such objects to
exist within the virial radius of the Milky Way; only about
half the sky has been surveyed and is only complete to within
∼ 30 kpc for the faintest dwarfs (Walsh et al. 2007).
? E-mail: agraus@uci.edu
The stars in all ultrafaint galaxies are universally old
(>∼ 11Gyr) and this lends credence to the idea that their
star formation was shut down in response to reionization
at high redshift (Bovill & Ricotti 2009; Brown et al. 2014;
Weisz et al. 2014; Wheeler et al. 2015). While most of these
ancient ultrafaint dwarfs are satellites of larger systems, it
is statistically unlikely that environmental quenching could
have quenched star formation early enough in these objects
to explain the absence of young stars in all of them (Ro-
driguez Wimberly et al. 2018).
Reionization suppression is an attractive mechanism
for explaining the uniformly ancient stellar populations of
ultrafaint dwarfs, as there should be a dark matter halo
mass scale below which galaxy formation is severely lim-
ited by the ionizing background (Efstathiou 1992). The ma-
jority of models that have explored the reionization sup-
pression scale have found that most dark matter haloes
with peak maximum circular velocities (Vpeak) smaller than
Vpeak ' 20 − 30 km s−1 are unable to accrete gas after reion-
zation (Thoul & Weinberg 1996; Gnedin 2000; Hoeft et al.
2006; Okamoto et al. 2008). This is not unexpected, as haloes
© 2018 The Authors
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of this size have virial temperatures of Tvir ∼ 20, 000 K, which
is similar to the IGM temperature after reionization (e.g.
McQuinn 2016; On˜orbe et al. 2017). Suppression at this
scale also naturally solves the missing (classical) satellites
problem (Bullock et al. 2000; Benson et al. 2002; Somerville
2002; Kim et al. 2017; Read & Erkal 2018).
More recently, Ocvirk et al. (2016) have used full radia-
tive transfer simulations of the Local Group to show that
reionization suppresses galaxy formation in haloes with Mvir
' 5×108 M measured at z = 5.5, which is equivalent to Vmax
' 20-25 km s−1 at this redshift 1. A similar quenching thresh-
old is seen in high-resolution hydrodynamic simulations that
track dwarf galaxy formation down to redshift zero (Sawala
et al. 2016; Munshi et al. 2017; Ben´ıtez-Llambay et al. 2017;
Fitts et al. 2017; Maccio` et al. 2017). For example, Fitts
et al. (2017) have used FIRE zoom simulations to study
dwarf galaxy formation and find that the majority of haloes
with peak subhalo masses below 109M form no stars. This
is equivalent to a threshold at Vpeak ' 20 km s−1.
A second scale of relevance for low-mass galaxy forma-
tion is the atomic hydrogen cooling limit at 104 K, which
corresponds to a Vpeak ' 16 km s−1 halo. Systems smaller than
this would require molecular cooling to form stars. Taken to-
gether, one might expect that most ultrafaint satellite galax-
ies of the Milky Way should reside within subhaloes that fell
in with peak circular velocities in the range 16 − 30 km s−1,
though these systems would have lower maximum circular
velocities (Vmax) today as a result of dark matter mass loss
after infall onto the Milky Way’s halo (Vmax ≤ Vpeak).
In addition to tidal stripping, the destruction of dark
matter subhaloes due to interactions with the potential of
the central galaxy itself is a crucial physical process that
must be included in any comparison to satellite galaxy
counts (D’Onghia et al. 2010; Brooks & Zolotov 2014; Zhu
et al. 2016; Wetzel et al. 2016; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2017).
The effect of the central galaxy decreases subhalo abun-
dances by about a factor of two within the virial radius
compared to dark matter only simulations; a similar effect
is seen in massive elliptical galaxy haloes (Despali & Vegetti
2017; Graus et al. 2018). The enhanced destruction is par-
ticularly important for subhaloes close to the central galaxy.
At the Milky Way scale, almost all haloes above the reso-
lution limit are destroyed within 20 kpc (Garrison-Kimmel
et al. 2017). This level of depletion, combined with the pace
of new discoveries at small Galacto-centric radii, leads us
to ask whether there may be too many Milky Way satellites
rather than not enough (see, e.g. Jethwa et al. 2018; Li et al.
2018).
In this work, we use a new suite of cosmological zoom
simulations of Milky Way-like haloes simulated with an
evolving Milky Way disk (plus bulge) potential to explore
the relationship between dark matter haloes and ultrafaint
galaxies. We show that a conventional reionization suppres-
sion scale at Vpeak ' 20 km s−1 drastically under-produces the
count of Milky Way satellites within 50 kpc of the Galactic
center. Assuming the Milky Way is typical of our simula-
tion suite, it appears that a significant fraction of ultrafaint
galaxies must form in subhaloes with peak circular velocities
1 Note that Vvir ∝ (1 + z)1/2 at fixed halo mass if we ignore the
potential (mild) evolution in the virial overdensity definition.
less than 10 km s−1. These haloes have virial temperatures
of Tvir < 4, 000 K, which is well below the nominal atomic
hydrogen cooling limit. In section, 2 we describe the simula-
tions. Section 3 presents our results. Section 4 discusses some
possibilities that could alter our conclusions and Section 5
provides a summary discussion.
2 SIMULATIONS AND METHODS
In this work, we use a new zoom simulation suite performed
by Kelley et al. (in preparation) that consists of dark matter
only Milky Way-like haloes simulated with a disk + bulge
potential to account for the destructive effects of the central
galaxy. The galaxy potentials were implemented in a manner
similar to that discussed in Garrison-Kimmel et al. (2017),
who showed that this approach mimics the enhanced subhalo
destruction seen in full hydrodynamics simulations.
The simulations were run with GIZMO (Hopkins 2015),
which uses an updated version of the TREE+PM grav-
ity solver from GADGET-3 (Springel 2005). The simulations
have a force softening length of 25 pc/h and a high res-
olution dark matter particle mass of 2 × 104 M/h. This
corresponds to a resolved subhalo maximum circular veloc-
ity Vmax = 4.5 km s−1. All of the simulations are cosmologi-
cal zoom-in simulations (Katz & White 1993; On˜orbe et al.
2014) with initial conditions generated by MUSIC (Hahn &
Abel 2011), assuming a box size of 50 Mpc/h, and a cosmol-
ogy from Planck (2016): h = 0.6751, ΩΛ = 0.6879, andΩm =
0.3156.
The host haloes in these simulations were selected to
have halo masses at z = 0 of Mvir = 0.8 − 2 × 1012 M, in
line with current estimates of the Milky Way halo mass.
These haloes are also isolated such that they are the largest
halo within 3 Mpc. The suite consists of 12 haloes run both
with and without the disk implementation for a total of 24
simulations.
While a basic description of how the disk is imple-
mented in the code can be found in Garrison-Kimmel et al.
(2017), several modifications have been made to the proper-
ties of the galaxy potential in order to match precisely the
Milky Way and its expected evolution. Specifically, we mimic
an exponential disk galaxy potential following Smith et al.
(2015), who show that three summed Miyamoto-Nagai disks
(Miyamoto & Nagai 1975) provide a good approximation to
an exponential disk. We use this method to model the gas
and stellar disks of the Milky Way. We further include the
bulge of the Milky Way as a Hernquist potential (Hernquist
1990).
The z = 0 values for the properties of the Milky Way
bulge, stellar, and gas disks (including both masses and scale
heights) were taken from Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard (2016)
and McMillan (2017). The disk is initialized at z = 3 and the
time evolution of the stellar mass is determined by tying the
stellar mass growth to the halo mass growth using abun-
dance matching from Behroozi et al. (2013). The evolution
of the scale radii is then matched to CANDELS data from
van der Wel et al. (2014). The gas mass is tied to the evolu-
tion of the cold gas fraction seen from CANDELS (Popping
et al. 2015), and the gas scale radius is fixed to be a con-
stant multiple of the (time-evolving) stellar disk scale radius.
Finally, the bulge is modeled with a mass and scale radius
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3Figure 1. Left: Cumulative subhalo counts within 300 kpc as a function of the peak maximum circular velocity achieved over subhalo’s
history, Vpeak. The black distribution represents the full range of our dark matter only simulations, while the magenta distribution
represents the simulations with analytic disk potentials. The solid lines are medians. The horizontal lines show the number of classical
satellites, All presently known satellites, and the range of total satellites expected based on sky and volume completeness corrections.
Right: Radial distribution of all subhaloes with Vpeak ≥ 6 km s−1 for the dmo simulations (black) and the dmo+disk simulations (magenta).
fixed to that of the stellar disk so that the ratios are a con-
stant as a function of time. A full description of the suite
of simulations along with basic properties of their satellites
will be given in Kelley et al. (in preparation).
3 SUBHALO COUNTS AND DISTRIBUTIONS
Figure 1 presents Vpeak functions for subhaloes within 300
kpc of each host; Vpeak is defined as the maximum of Vmax
over all time, which is usually reached prior to subhalo infall
at a distance of 1.5 to 7 virial radii from the host (Behroozi
et al. 2014). The shaded bands correspond to the full width
of the distributions over all simulations. Compared to the
dark matter only (dmo) simulations (black), the disk sim-
ulations (magenta) show a factor of ∼ 50% less substruc-
ture within this volume (consistent with Garrison-Kimmel
et al. 2017). Both sets of simulations begin to flatten at
Vpeak ' 6 km s−1, which we take as our completeness limit.
As mentioned above, we are complete to current maximum
circular velocities of Vmax ' 4.5 km s−1.
The horizontal lines in Figure 1 show the number of clas-
sical Milky Way satellites and the current count of all satel-
lite galaxies known. The band shows a range of estimates2
for the total number of satellite galaxies after account-
ing for incompleteness and sky coverage limits (Tollerud
et al. 2008; Kim et al. 2017; Newton et al. 2018). We see
2 All of these completeness corrections assume that the radial
distribution of satellites follows the results of dmo simulations.
The corrections will increase if the relative depletion of central
subhaloes from the galaxy potential is included. In this sense, the
corrections shown here are conservatively low.
that, based on counts, the classical satellites are consistent
with sitting in haloes with Vpeak ≥ 30 km s−1. The range
of completeness-corrected satellites corresponds to Vpeak be-
tween 8 and 18 km s−1. The lower end of estimates (∼ 100)
is more in line with the standard expectation for reioniza-
tion quenching at Vpeak ' 20 km s−1. The upper end of the
range (∼ 600) would suggest the need to populate quite small
haloes Vpeak ' 8 km s−1, well below the atomic cooling limit.
As shown by Garrison-Kimmel et al. (2017), disk de-
struction is particularly important at small radii. In the right
panel of Figure 1, we show the radial distribution of satel-
lites with Vpeak > 6 km s−1 out to 100 kpc for both the dmo
and dmo+disk simulations. As before, the bands show the
full width over all simulations and the solid lines show the
medians. The disk simulations retain very little substructure
within 20 kpc.
The vast majority of subhaloes have zpeak ≤ 3 (97% in
the disk simulations and 93% in the dmo simulations). The
average zpeak for surviving subhaloes within 50 kpc is 〈zpeak〉
= 0.77 for the disk runs and 〈zpeak〉 = 0.94 for the dmo runs.
This difference is due to the enhanced subhalo destruction
caused by the disk, which preferentially destroys subhaloes
that fall in early (see Kelley et al. in preparation).
Figure 2 shows only the (more realistic) disk simula-
tions, now restricted to the inner 50 kpc. The three bands
show radial distribution of subhaloes with Vpeak > 6, 10, and
18 km s−1. Note that there are typically no subhaloes with
Vpeak > 18 km s−1 that survive within 40 kpc. This is surpris-
ing given that we certainly know of satellite galaxies within
40 kpc of the Milky Way, and Vpeak ' 18 km s−1 is close the
conventional scale for reionization suppression where haloes
begin to go dark.
The black dashed line shows the radial distribution of
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2018)
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Figure 2. Radial distributions of subhaloes with Vpeak > 6, 10,
and 18 km s−1 in the disk runs. The dashed line shows the radial
distribution of known satellite galaxies, which is lower limit on the
total. Half of the sky has not been surveyed for ultrafaint dwarfs
and the other half is incomplete at radii beyond ∼ 30 kpc. Still,
the current satellite census is above the median subhalo counts
at small radius unless we associate galaxies with the smallest
subhaloes we resolve Vpeak > 6 km s−1. The nominal reionization
threshold would lead to an expectation close to the 18 km s−1 line
(purple), which is far below the data.
known satellite galaxies out to 100 kpc. We know the census
of satellites is incomplete both radially (due to luminosity
incompleteness) and in area on the sky (less than ∼ 1/2 of the
sky has been covered in searches capable of finding ultrafaint
galaxies). Nevertheless, the total count of satellite galaxies
exceeds the median subhalo count at small radius for all
but the Vpeak > 6 km s−1 sample (red). The Vpeak > 18 km s−1
distribution, which is closest to the canonical reionization
suppression scale, drastically under-predicts the number of
known galaxies (see Newton et al. 2018, for a list of galaxies
within Rvir).
Figure 2 demonstrates that in order to account for the
satellite galaxies of the Milky Way that are known to exist
within ∼ 30 kpc, we need to resort to populating haloes
with Vpeak values that are substantially lower than canonical
values for reionization quenching that have been discussed
in the literature. These counts are known to be significantly
incomplete at larger radius even in areas of the sky that
have been covered by surveys like SDSS and DES. Below,
we present a somewhat more detailed exploration of what
the ultrafaint Milky Way satellite population tells us about
the low-mass threshold of galaxy formation.
3.1 Satellite Occupation Fractions
Simulations that have explored how haloes go dark at low
masses typically find that the fraction of haloes hosting a
galaxy of any mass ( fgalaxy) drops towards zero smoothly
below a characteristic value of Vpeak (e.g., Sawala et al. 2016;
Fitts et al. 2018). In order to allow for this expectation,
we have explored a toy model where the fraction of haloes
that host a galaxy of any mass varies smoothly from zero at
small Vpeak to unity as Vpeak increases. We specifically adopt a
cumulative Gaussian, which allows for a characteristic scale
(V50) where 50% of haloes become dark and a width (σ) that
sets the sharpness of the the transition from dark haloes to
galaxy-hosting haloes:
fgalaxy(> Vpeak) =
1
2
[
1 + erf
(Vpeak − V50√
2σ
)]
. (1)
The upper left panel of Figure 3 shows two models
of this kind along with a simple threshold model (red) for
comparison. The blue line shows a conventional model with
V50 = 18 km s−1, and σ = 2.5. These values are chosen to
match the FIRE-2 results presented in Fitts et al. (2018),
but they are typical of other results in the literature: haloes
begin to go dark at Vpeak ' 25 km s−1 and go completely dark
by Vpeak ' 10 km s−1. A case that shifts the quenching scale a
factor of ∼ 3 lower in virial temperature is shown in yellow:
V50 = 10.5 km s−1 with σ = 2.5.
In order to compare the predictions of these simple mod-
els to the observed population of Milky Way satellites, we
take into account sky coverage completeness and account
for the fact that subhalo populations are anisotropic. We re-
strict ourselves to only satellites within either the SDSS or
DES footprints, both of which have well-defined complete-
ness areas. We make no allowance for luminosity/volume
incompleteness in order to be conservative. Using Equation
1 we assign a galaxy to each subhalo probabilistically for
all 12 of our disk simulations; and repeat this procedure 100
times counting ‘galaxies’ as a function of radius within mock
survey areas. The SDSS and DES survey regions are approx-
imated as three cones with the areas of the two contiguous
SDSS fields and the DES field, and their orientations are
fixed relative to one another to match the surveys. Each it-
eration uses a different orientation of the cones. Note that
unlike the real DES and SDSS fields, we orient the survey
cones randomly with respect to the disk planes. We do this
because it increases our statistics and because we find that
the disk does not introduce any significant asymmetry (in
fact, it sphericalizes the subhalo distributions compared to
the dmo runs).
The top-right panel in Figure 3 shows the results of this
exercise for our simple Vpeak ≥ 6 km s−1 threshold model. The
shaded band includes the full scatter over all simulations and
survey orientations, with the solid line showing the average.
The bottom-left and bottom-right panels show the full dis-
tributions (minimum and maximum) of the V50 = 10.5 km s−1
and V50 = 18 km s−1 models respectively. For comparison, the
galaxies in SDSS and DES are shown as a black histogram.
Table 1 lists all satellite galaxies within 50 kpc of the Milky
Way. We include only the satellites that sit within the SDSS
or DES footprints3 in Figure 3. The current census is in-
complete at large radius so the dashed lines in Figure 3 are
lower limits.
3 Currently we know of about 58 satellites around the Milky Way;
however, this includes many candidate ultrafaints from surveys
such as DES, MagLiteS, and PanSTARRS that have yet to be
spectroscopically confirmed.
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5Figure 3. Top-left : The models used to calculate which haloes could potentially host a galaxy. The blue is a ‘conventional’ model based
on estimates of the dark fraction from hydrodynamic simulations. The dashed black lines in the other panels show the radial distribution
of Milky Way satellites restricted to those within the SDSS and DES regions. These distributions are almost certainly incomplete at
large radius, and thus represent lower limits. Top-right : The predicted radial distribution of satellites within the SDSS plus DES regions
assuming every halo with Vpeak ≥ 6 km s−1 forms a galaxy. Bottom-left : The distribution after applying the V50 = 10.5 km s−1 model.
Bottom-right : The distribution for the V50 = 18 km s−1 model. The predicted distributions come from mock observations within angular
regions that mimic SDSS and DES coverage. The bands thus represent the full halo-to-halo scatter and scatter from anisotropy in the
distribution of subhaloes.
As is clear from Figure 3, the Vpeak ≥ 6 km s−1 model
matches the observed distribution the best at small ra-
dius (where incompleteness matters least). This is surprising
since these haloes are far lower-mass than those naively ex-
pected to host galaxies. In contrast, the most well-motivated
model, with V50 = 18 km s−1, fails to form enough galaxies in
the inner regions to match the number of galaxies already
observed. In fact, the average is less than one galaxy out
to 50 kpc. The V50 = 10.5 km s−1 model produces a distribu-
tion that is consistent with the observed counts, primarily
because it has a tail of non-zero occupation that stretches
down to low-mass haloes.
Another way to see how surprisingly low-mass the re-
quired haloes are is to look at the distribution of virial tem-
peratures for the haloes in these models. For this, we use:
Tvir ' 104K
( Vpeak
16.3 km s−1
)2
, (2)
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2018)
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Figure 4. Left: The distribution of Tvir values for for the suhaloes populated by galaxies in the models shown in Figure 3. Recall that the
V50 = 18 km s−1 model (blue) drastically under-predicts Milky Way satellite counts, while the V50 = 10.5 km s−1 (yellow) and Vpeak > 6 km s−1
(red) models produce adequate counts. The consistent models all require galaxies to exist in haloes with virial temperatures of . 4, 000K,
well below the atomic cooling limit. Right: The Vmax distributions at z = 0 for subhaloes within 50 kpc of the Milky Way for the same
models. The successful models peak below 7 km s−1 today.
which follows from Tvir = µmpc2g/kb with cg = Vmax/
√
2 and
µ = 0.62, as implied by a 30% mass fraction in helium. The
left panel of Figure 4 shows the Tvir distribution for the
galaxy-populated subhaloes within 50 kpc for each of the
three models discussed in relation to Figure 3. The two mod-
els that produce consistent Milky Way satellite populations
all require that we populate subhaloes with Tvir < 4, 000 K.
This is well below the atomic cooling limit and the canonical
reionization quenching scale.
What do the dark matter haloes of these galaxies look
like today? The right panel of Figure 4 shows the distri-
bution of Vmax values (at z = 0) of the populated sub-
haloes in each of our three example models. Both of the
consistent models (yellow and red) populate haloes with
Vmax ' 5 − 10 km s−1 today, with a small tail of maximum
circular velocities out to ∼ 15 km s−1. While we cannot mea-
sure the maximum circular velocities of Milky Way dwarf
satellites directly, we can measure the circular velocity at
the half-light radius, Vc(r1/2). This represents a lower limit
on the true Vmax of the halo. Values of Vc(r1/2) for the Milky
Way dwarfs within 50 kpc are listed in Table 1. Interestingly,
of the 18 galaxies within 50 kpc (if surveys like MagLiteS and
PanSTARRS are included) 3 have Vc(r1/2) > 10 km s−1, which
is already larger than typical Vmax values in the successful
models. The rest have circular velocities at r1/2 that are at
least consistent with those expected. Determining Vmax es-
timates based on these measurements will requite density
profile priors to extrapolate from r1/2 to the peak of the ro-
tation curve at rmax (e.g. Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011). Such
an exploration is beyond the scope of this paper, but for
context, a Vmax ' 15 km s−1 (7 km s−1) halo typically has
rmax ' 1.5 kpc (500 pc) (e.g. Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014).
This is a significant extrapolation for most ultrafaint dwarfs.
4 CAVEATS AND SOLUTIONS
4.1 LMC Bias
One of the key components in understanding the present-day
dwarf population of the Milky Way has been contributions
from DES. DES has revealed a large number of ultrafaint
galaxies in the vicinity of the sky near the LMC, which im-
mediately leads to the question of whether most, if not all,
of these ultrafaints fell in with the LMC. This scenario is not
difficult to imagine, as LMC-mass haloes could easily host
tens of ultrafaint dwarf satellites themselves (Deason et al.
2015; Dooley et al. 2017). Several works have investigated
which of the DES dwarfs can reasonably be associated with
the LMC. For example, Sales et al. (2017) suggest that of
the DES dwarfs within 50 kpc, only Tucana IV can be po-
tentially associated with the LMC. However, Jethwa et al.
(2016) suggest that three of the DES dwarfs within 50 kpc
can be reasonably associated with the LMC, with Tucana
III having a ≥ 50% probability of being associated with the
LMC, and Reticulum II and Tucana IV having a ≥ 70%
probability of association.
Five of the 18 dwarf galaxies within 50 kpc of the Milky
Way were discovered in DES fields. If we assume that all of
these are associated with the LMC and therefore are not
fairly compared to our simulations (none of which have an
LMC-like system at a similar distance), we can compare our
expectations to a total of 13 non-LMC dwarfs. From Figure
2, we see that this would allow us to more easily populate
only Vpeak > 10 km s−1 dwarfs with galaxies. These are still
below the atomic cooling limit, but not as drastically as
those in the preferred models discussed above. If the LMC
is indeed this critical to a full understanding of the satellite
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2018)
7Table 1. Table of galaxies within 50 kpc of the Milky Way. Galaxies within the SDSS and DES footprints (with well-understood
completeness areas) are listed above the solid line. Galaxies below the horizontal line are other galaxies known to exist within 50 kpc.
We provide Galacto-centric radius, stellar velocity dispersion, implied circular velocity at the half-light radius, and the half-light radius.
Note that Vc (r1/2) is a lower limit on the current value of Vmax.
Name DGC σstar Vc (r1/2) r1/2 source Ref.a σstar Ref.b
[kpc] [km s−1] [km s−1] [pc] –
Galaxy (1) (2) (3) (4)
DES J0225+0304 22 – – 18.5 DES (1) –
Tucana III 23 ≤ 1.2 ≤ 2.1 44 DES (2),(3) (15)
Segue I 28 3.7+1.4−1.4 6.4 29 SDSS DR6 (4) (16)
Cetus II 32 – – 17 DES (2),(3) –
Reticulum II 32 3.3 ± 0.7 5.7 32 DES (2),(3) (17)
Ursa Major II 38 6.7 ± 1.4 11.6 149 SDSS DR4 (5) (18)
Bootes II 39 10.5 ± 7.4 18.2 51 SDSS DR5 (6) (19)
Segue II 41 ≤2.2 3.8 35 SDSS DR7 (7) (20)
Willman I 43 4.0 ± 0.8 6.9 25 SDSS DR2 (8) (21)
Coma Berenices 45 4.6 ± 0.8 8.0 77 SDSS DR5 (4) (18)
Tucana IV 45 – – 127 DES (2),(3) –
Sagittarius I 18 9.6 ± 0.4 16.62 2587 Classical (9) (22)
Draco II 20 ≤ 8.4 ≤ 14.5 19 Pan-
STARRS
(10) (23)
Hydrus 1 20 2.69+0.51−0.43 4.7 53 DECam (11) –
Carina III 29 – – 30 MagLiteS (12) –
Triangulum II 30 ≤ 3.4 ≤ 5.9 34 Pan-
STARRS
(13) (24)
Carina II 37 – – 91 MagLiteS (12) –
Pictoris II 45 – – 46 MagLiteS (14) –
a (1) Luque et al. (2017) (2) Drlica-Wagner et al. (2015), (3) Koposov et al. (2015), (4) Belokurov et al. (2007), (5) Zucker et al.
(2006), (6) Walsh et al. (2007), (7) Belokurov et al. (2009), (8) Willman et al. (2005), (9) Ibata et al. (2014), (10) Laevens et al.
(2015a), (11) Koposov et al. (2018), (12) Torrealba et al. (2018), (13) Laevens et al. (2015b), (14) Drlica-Wagner et al. (2016)
b (15) Simon et al. (2017), (16) Simon et al. (2011), (17) Simon et al. (2015), (18) Simon & Geha (2007), (19) Koch et al. (2009),
(20) Kirby et al. (2013), (21) Willman et al. (2011), (22) Bellazzini et al. (2008), (23) Martin et al. (2016), (24) Kirby et al. (2017)
population of the Milky Way, this justifies a dedicated pro-
gram to simulate Milky Way haloes with targeted LMC-like
subhaloes in the future.
4.2 Numerical Disruption
Another potential explanation for the low mass scale re-
quired to explain the radial distribution of satellites is that
subhalo disruption at small radii is dominated by numerical
error. If a factor of ∼ 5 more Vpeak ' 20 km s−1 subhaloes sur-
vive at small radii than we are capturing, then the primary
concern would go away. While our simulations pass basic
convergence tests in the presence of disk potentials down
to masses ∼ 1000 times smaller than this Vpeak value (see
Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2017, who have slightly worse res-
olution than our simulations), this is not a guarantee that
we (or other simulations) are free from numerical error (van
den Bosch & Ogiya 2018).
There is a fairly extensive body of literature suggest-
ing that cuspy dark matter haloes are never completely dis-
rupted and that a tiny cusp always survives even if systems
lose > 99 % of their initial mass (Goerdt et al. 2007; Pen˜ar-
rubia et al. 2010; van den Bosch et al. 2018). Of particular
relevance in determining if our simulations could be subject
to substantial numerical disruption is the work of van den
Bosch & Ogiya (2018). They suggest that many haloes are
artificially disrupted at far higher halo masses than would be
naively assumed by convergence studies of halo mass func-
tions (which is how we set our resolution in this work). They
also provide criteria for determining if a subhalo is safe from
the effects of numerical disruption. For a circular orbit at
10% of the virial radius, a subhalo needs to be simulated
with about 106 particles and a softening length of 0.003
times the scale radius of the subhalo. These criteria vary
strongly with the tidal field the subhalo experiences.
The criteria suggested in van den Bosch & Ogiya (2018)
would place the mass resolution for our simulations at
Vpeak ' 30 km s−1. We identify a severe discrepancy with
the conventional reionization threshold at a Vpeak value only
slightly smaller this, but the tidal field should be even
stronger in the disk simulations, so the resolution criteria
may be even more restrictive.
A related question is by how much our surviving sub-
haloes are stripped after infall. We explore this in Figure 5,
where we plot the differences in stripping for the surviving
haloes in both the dmo and dmo+disk simulations within
50 kpc. Interestingly, the only difference between the two
sets of simulations is seen in the highest mass bin (20 km s−1
to 30 km s−1), where subhaloes in the disk simulation are
stripped on average 5% more than in the dmo simulations.
For subhaloes with Vpeak ≤ 20 km s−1, the difference in strip-
ping between the dmo and disk simulations is much smaller,
just about 1% on average. This implies that the disk is
causing significant damage to these subhaloes, driving their
masses below our resolution limit, rather than simply low-
ering their masses and allowing them to survive. After their
masses drop below our resolution limit, they are ‘destroyed’
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in our catalogs only because we cannot track them anymore.
This means that haloes in the Vpeak = 10 to 20 km s−1 range
will drop out of our catalogs at Vmax/Vpeak ≈ 0.3, which is
roughly where the relevant histogram in Figure 5 drops to
zero, and will be subjected to 90% to 99% mass loss from
stripping. There is no indication that the high-mass group of
haloes (solid lines) has a tail that is boosted with respect to
the lower-mass bins (dashed), as might be expected if there
was a catastrophic numerical threshold at Vpeak ' 20 km s−1,
potentially indicating that our simulations are not subject
to numerical disruption above our assumed completeness.
However, we stress that more work is needed to understand
the results of van den Bosch & Ogiya (2018) in the context
of cosmological simulations of the kind employed here.
4.3 Star formation in low-mass haloes
Another option is that galaxies are indeed forming in haloes
that are lower mass than conventional models have sug-
gested. If this is the case, star formation in local ultrafaint
dwarfs could have proceeded by molecular cooling, as ex-
pected for Pop III formation in mini-haloes (Bromm & Lar-
son 2004; Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2015). If the temperature
distributions presented Figure 4 reflect a physical reality, ul-
trafaints must form in the kind of haloes usually associated
with the first stars.
Another possibility is that reionization happened later
than is often assumed in the volume surrounding the Milky
Way. Naively, we expect star formation to proceed in galax-
ies at high redshift if they have circular velocities above the
atomic cooling scale prior to reionization Vmax > 16 km s−1.
After reionization, star formation is assumed to shut down
unless the halo is above the suppression scale (typically 20
to 30 km s−1; see Fitts et al. 2017, for a recent discussion). If
reionization happened late, we would have more small haloes
in place earlier, perhaps increasing the global likelihood for
galaxy formation at a fixed halo mass.
Recently, Munshi et al. (in preparation) have used
ChaNGa simulations to show that the relationship between
haloes and galaxies at very low masses is sensitive to the
star-formation threshold density adopted. Specifically, lower
thresholds (e.g. 100 cm−3 rather than 1000 cm−3) give more
star formation in smaller haloes. While several state-of-the
art simulations have shown that galaxy properties are in-
sensitive to the adopted star formation threshold (see Hop-
kins et al. 2017, and references therein), this is only true in
larger galaxies where star formation self-regulates via feed-
back. In the smallest haloes (Vpeak . 20 km s−1), star forma-
tion is regulated by the external ionizing field and thus can
be more sensitive to adopted threshold (Munshi et al., in
preparation). Future work in this direction may provide im-
portant physical insights into how we might naturally form
faint galaxies in Vpeak ' 6 − 10 km s−1 haloes.
5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we utilized a new suite of 12 cosmological sim-
ulations of Milky Way-like haloes that include a central disk
potential (Kelley et al., in preparation). The haloes were cho-
sen to match the mass of the Milky Way (Mvir = 0.8−2×1012
Figure 5. The effect of stripping on surviving subhaloes from
both the dmo (black) and disk (magenta) simulations, represented
as the ratio between present day Vmax and Vpeak. The different line
styles represent different bins in Vpeak. Interestingly, the stripping
is only different in the highest-mass bin, for subhaloes between
20 and 30 km s−1. However, the stripping is similar for the dmo
and disk runs in other mass bins. Note that our resolution limit
does not allow us to capture subhaloes much smaller than Vmax =
4.5 km s−1, which explains why the higher-mass subhalo bins can
be tracked to smaller Vmax/Vpeak ratios.
M). The galaxy is modeled as an evolving disk + bulge po-
tential that grows to match the Milky Way at z = 0. The
inclusion of the galaxy drastically affects the subhalo abun-
dance at small radii, as shown in Figure 1, which is con-
sistent with past work based on hydrodynamic simulations
(Brooks & Zolotov 2014; Zhu et al. 2016; Wetzel et al. 2016;
Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2017; Graus et al. 2018).
We compared the subhalo distributions at small radius
to the current census of galaxies that exist within 50 kpc of
the Milky Way disk, most of which are ultrafaint galaxies
discovered in digital sky surveys (e.g. Willman et al. 2005;
Zucker et al. 2006; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015; Koposov et al.
2018). Even though our census of small galaxies is likely
incomplete, we require very low-mass haloes to host galax-
ies in order account for all of the presently-known galaxies
(see Figure 2). In particular, we need haloes as small as
Vpeak = 6 km s−1 to host ultrafaint galaxies. These systems
have virial temperatures as low as ∼ 1, 500 K, which is not
only well below the typical scale where reionization is ex-
pected to suppress galaxy formation (Vpeak ' 20 km s−1 and
Tvir ' 15, 000 K) but also much smaller than the atomic cool-
ing limit (Vpeak ' 16 km s−1 and Tvir = 10, 000 K).
We explored these results by mock-observing our Milky
Way haloes over regions that mimic DES and SDSS fields
using toy models that allow the fraction of haloes that
host galaxies to vary from 0 to 1 at a characteristic Vpeak
scale. As shown in Figure 4, the models that work pop-
ulate haloes with Vpeak values between 6 and 16 km s−1
(Tvir = 1, 500 − 10, 000 K), much smaller than would be con-
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9ventionally expected. It is important to note that any new
discoveries of ultrafaint dwarf galaxies close to the Milky
Way would only increase the need to populate very small
haloes with galaxies.
There are at least three possibilities that could change
these conclusions. First, several of the ultra-faint ‘galaxies’
we include in our analysis (Table 1) could be misclassi-
fied star clusters. Ultra-faint galaxies are differentiated from
star clusters by inhabiting dark matter haloes (Willman &
Strader 2012). If some fraction of the satellites in our com-
parison do not have dark haloes then the implied threshold
Vpeak for galaxy formation would increase accordingly.
A second possibility is that many, if not most dwarfs
that were discovered by DES were brought in with the LMC.
If this is the case, it would bias the Milky Way dwarf popu-
lation to be over-abundant compared to what is typical for
haloes of the Milky Way’s mass. Of the 18 total dwarf galax-
ies within 50 kpc of the Milky Way, five were discovered in
DES. Figure 2 shows that if all five of these were removed
from the comparison the need to populate very low-mass
subhaloes would be lessened, but that there would still be
tension unless we allow for most Vpeak ' 10 km s−1 haloes to
host galaxies. Even in this fairly conservative scenario (which
ignores sky coverage incompleteness) we require galaxy for-
mation below the atomic cooling limit.
A third possibility is that much of the destruction we
see is a numerical artifact (van den Bosch et al. 2018).
By conventional convergence-test standards we appear to
be well-resolved down to Vpeak = 6 km s−1 and certainly to
Vpeak = 10 km s−1; however, by the criteria described in van
den Bosch & Ogiya (2018), we could be affected by numerical
issues at the critical scale Vpeak = 20 km s−1. If so, then ultra-
faint galaxies may reside within halos with Vpeak above the
canonical reionization suppression scale, and the numerical
challenge facing Milky Way satellite modelers will become
quite significant.
Aside from the caveats discussed above, our results sug-
gest that haloes well below the atomic cooling limit host ul-
trafaint galaxies. One implication of such a scenario is that
we would expect ∼ 1000 such systems within 300 kpc of the
Milky Way (see the left panel of Figure 1 at Vpeak ' 7 km s−1
and the last row of Table 1 in Kim et al. 2017). This count
will be testable with LSST and is significantly higher than
previous completeness-correction estimates, which had re-
lied on dark-matter only simulations. Whatever the answer,
the results presented here motivate renewed efforts to under-
stand galaxy formation in the the smallest haloes and the
effect of the near-field environment on their evolution.
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